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ABSTRACT.    Given two complementary orthogonal parallel foliations on a

complete connected Riemannian manifold M, a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for the direct product of the two leaves through a point m being a cover-

ing manifold of M is obtained.   It is shown that the direct product of the two

leaves through zzt of the two foliations is a Riemannian covering of M if the

two leaves are regular at m.   Moreover, if one of the foliations is regular and

the intersection of the two leaves through m contains only the point m, then M

is isometric to the direct product of the two leaves.

1.  Introduction.   Let M be a connected complete Riemannian manifold and

let $ be the holonomy group of M at m £ M.  Suppose that <D preserves a proper

subs pace  T    of the tangent space  TM   .   It M is simply connected, then de Rham's

decomposition theorem asserts that M is isometric to the direct product of the maximal

integral manifolds of the distributions  T   and T    obtained by parallel transla-

tion of T    and  T2 = (T1 )    over M.   In this paper we want to extend de Rham's
m m m *■    *

decomposition theorem to a Riemannian manifold which is not assumed to be

simply connected.   First, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the di-

rect product of the two maximal integral manifolds through m to be a covering

manifold of M (Theorem 1).   Then we use Theorem 1 to prove that the direct prod-

uct of the maximal integral manifolds through m is a Riemannian covering mani-

fold of M if the two maximal integral manifolds are regular at m (Theorem 2).

This involves a study of the relation between the fundamental groups of the max-

imal integral manifolds and the fundamental group of M.

Assume further that the foliation induced by one of the distribution is regu-

lar and the intersection of the two maximal integral manifolds through m contains

only the point m.   We use Theorem 2 to prove that M is isometric to the direct

product of the two maximal integral manifolds through m (Theorem 3).
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2. Statement of Theorem 1. Let M be a connected Riemannian manifold.

Suppose TM , the tangent space of M at a fixed point 772, is decomposed into

two orthogonal subspaces T and T which are invariant under the action of

the holonomy group 0 of M (at 772). Then parallel translating T'm to every point

of M gives distributions Tl which are involutive and hence integrable. Let %.

be the foliations induced by T' and M. the leaves of ?J ■ through m, i = 1,2.

Denote a. : Al. -» Al. the universal covering space of M., «»1,2 and q: M -* M

the universal covering space of M.

Theorem 1.   There is an isometry *P : M. x AL —»AI.   The covering projection

p - q ° *P : AL x AL —» M èas ¿¿e following property p \ M. = q., i = 1, 2.  A neces-

sary and sufficient condition for p to factorize through ql x q2 and a Riemannian

covering map À : Aíj x A12 —*M is the following condition:

(A)  the parallel translation along any closed curve at m in M. leaves the

vectors orthogonal to M. invariant,  i = 1,2.

Corollary 1.   // the holonomy group of M at m is trivial, then M. x AL is a

Riemannian covering space of M.   In particular, J7j(A1j) x n^M2), n^ilA. ) and

77, (AL) are subgroups of n.ÍM).

Corollary 2.   // AL are simply connected i « 1, 2, then Alj x Al2 is a Rie-

mannian covering space of M.

3. Preliminaries.   Let q : M -> M be a Riemannian covering and y it), 0 < /

< 1 a curve in M.   Denote yit) = q °yit) in M.   Let tv and r    be the parallel

translations along y  in M from y(0) to y(l ) and along y in M from y(0) to yil)

respectively.   Then we have

Lemma 1.   q^X = r^X for X e TM^(Q).

Proof.   Locally, q : M -> M is an isometry.  Then choose a finite number of

neighborhoods covering yit).  This proves the lemma.

Let  T be an involutive distribution on a manifold AI with dim M = 772.  A cu-

bic coordinate system (x  ,• ■ • , xm, U) is called flat with respect to T if, for

each y e U, id/dx1) ,. ■ • , (0/0xn)   is a base for 7* .

We say that M has a local product structure of type im., mA if there exists

a direct sum decomposition TM = T© T   of the tangent bundle of AI into

smooth subbundles of dimension m. > 0 such that both tangent fields  T' are com-

pletely integrable.  We will write §. for the foliation induced by T'.

Let M be a smooth 772-manifold with a local product structure (¡J. > %A) of

type  ik, m - k).  Then for each point x e AI there exists a cubic coordinate sys-

tem (x1, • • • , xm, U) centered at x which is flat with respect to jÇj and §2.
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That is, the slices xfe+1 = c.   .»•••,xm = c    and the slices  x1 = c. ,•••, x* = c,
' fc-fl 771 1 K

are the integral manifolds of 2i and 2? respectively.

Denote  t/.  the set of points in  U with coordinate  (x ,• • • , x  , 0, 0,— , 0),

U2 the set of points in  U with coordinate (0, 0, • • • , 0, xfe+1, • • • , xm).  Then  Ui

are the coordinate neighborhoods of x in M Ax), the leaves of ft. through x.  Con-

sider the map f(J : Uy x U 2 -> U such that fyiix1 ,-•• ,xk), ixk+l ,-•• , xm)) =

Of •••• > xm).  We have the following criterion for foliations to be parallel.

Proposition 1.   Let M be a connected Riemannian manifold with metric g.

Assume that M has a local product structure (^L , ^L) which is orthogonal.   Then

the following statements are equivalent.

(i)   For each point x e M there exists a flat coordinate system U centered

at x such that the corresponding diffeomorphism /„ : Í7, x LL -» U is an isometry.

(ii)  The associated tangent fields T' are parallel and, for all x e M, <p e $>x,

¿r¿»ñ, í-1.2.
(iii)   For each x 6 M, the leaves M.ix), i = 1, 2, are totally geodesic.

Proof,  (ii) =» (i), (ii) =» (iii) and (¡ii) =» (ii) are standard  [3l.  We want to

prove (i) =» (ii).   Let S   and S2 be the tangent fields associated to the foliations

with the two slices  Uy x \yA and iy.| x /_/, as leaves in  U. x U,, where y. e

U^   Then S',  i -1,2 are parallel with respect to the product metric in  (7. x (/,•

Since /y maps the slices in  U y x Í7, onto the slices in U which are the integral

manifolds of some  T', it follows that (/(,)*$' » T*, i » 1, 2.  Hence T1 are parallel in

U. Since any given curve can be covered by a finite number of flat neighborhoods

with corresponding isometries  /„, we have ptoved that  T' are parallel in  M.

Let  F(x) be the leaf through  x of a foliation §.   If for y € F(x) there exists

a flat neighborhood U of y such that each leaf of ^ intersects  U in only one

slice, then the leaf is called regular at y.   The leaf F(x) is said to be regular if

it is regular at evety point of F(x).   And % is a regular foliation it each leaf is

regular.

4.   Statement of Theorem 2 and examples.

Theorem 2.   Suppose that the leaves through m, M. = iM.(z7z), are regular at m,

i = 1,2.   Then AL x AL  is a Riemannian covering space of M.   In particular,

TTjdW^x UyÍM^^yÍMy) andn^M^ are subgroups of 7TyÍM).

We say that a local product structure (?$., §,) on a Riemannian manifold M

is compatible with the metric if the ft,,- are orthogonal, i = 1, 2 and (ft., ^L)

satisfies one of the conditions in Proposition 1.  Using this definition we can re-

state Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.

Theorem 2*.   Let M be a connected complete Riemannian manifold with a
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local product structure i%., %2) which *s compatible with the metric.   Suppose

that there exists a point x e AI such that the leaves M. = M.ix) of %. through x

are regular at x or such that AL satisfy condition (A) at x.   Then  X: AL x AL

—> M is a Riemannian covering.   In particular, 77. (Al. ) x n.ÍM.), 77.(AI.) and

?7,(AL) are subgroups of n.ÍM).

Corollary 3.   Let M be a connected complete Riemannian manifold with a

compatible local product structure i%\, %A.   Suppose that the leaves AL = Al.(x)

are regular at x.   Assume further that the covering map A induces a surjective

map and hence an isomorphism between the fundamental groups of AL x AL and

the fundamental group of AI.   Then AI is isometric to AL x AL.

Corollary 4.   Let M be a connected complete Riemannian manifold with a

compatible local product structure i%., %A).   Suppose that 7r.(Al) has no nontriv

ial subgroup isomorphic to n^M^ix)).   Then the leaf M.ix) is simply connected.

Example 1.  Consider T2 the flat torus.   Let 2j be the foliation in  T2 with

leaves projected by the parallel lines with fixed irrational slope in R , with ¡52

the perpendicular foliation.  Then  (jjA jjA is a local product structure compat-

ible with the metric.  For x e T , the leaves M.ix) equal to R, / = 1, 2.  We

have that M.ix) x M2ix) = R x R is a covering space of T .  The covering map is

obtained from the standard covering map by rotating through this fixed irrational

angle.   Both foliations gj and %2 are not regular.   In fact, the leaves Mp) are

not regular at any point. Since the holonomy group of the flat torus  T    is trivial,

Af.(x) satisfy condition (A) at x.

Example 2 ÍS2 x R).  I owe special thanks to Professor F. Kamber who made

some corrections on this example.   Let Z2 act on S   x R by  a(x,y) = i—x, —y),

where a is the nontrivial element in Z2, and p : S   x R —» M = S   x R/ Z2>   Al

has an obvious local product structure compatible with the metric induced from

S2 x R and !7j(Al) = Z2.  Denote (x,y) = p(x, y) e Al.   At the points (x, y), x e

S2, 0Z y e R. We have Aij((x7y))*5'2, A12((x7y)) * R and both leaves are sim-

ply connected.  We see that AfjUx, y)) x Ai2((x, y)) *i2xR is a covering of Al.

At the points (xTÔ), we have AijUxTO)) * P2 and Al2 ((xTÔ)) * R.  We claim

that AL((x, 0)) x Al2((x, 0)) * P2 x R is not a covering space of Al.   First noting

that Al is the canonical line bundle of P2 and 27.(Al) = Z2 has no nontrivial sub-

group, we observe that if this were the case, the covering map A from  P- x R to

Af would induce a surjective map of fundamental groups which would imply  M *

P2 x R.  Then X induced from J2xR would map P2 x 0 to the 0-section of the

canonical line bundle Al and we would have  Al - jO-sectionl * P2 x R - P2 x 0

which is disconnected with two components.   This would imply that the canonical

line bundle is trivial.  We see that the leaf Alj((x, 0)) = P2 is not regular at
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(x, 0) and does not satisfy the condition (A) at (x, 0).   For instance, take the

only nontrivial homotopic closed curve y at ix, 0) in P-.  Then r„X = -X for X

orthogonal to Myiix, 0)) at (x, 0).  This example shows that the condition (A) in

Theorem 1 cannot be removed.

5.   Proof of Theorem 1.  First, we will show that p : My x M2 —» M is a Rie-

mannian covering where M{ is the universal covering manifold of iW; (Lemma 2).

Then we factorize the map p through AL x AL as follows:

My x AY2-1 My x M2 = AÍj x ÁL/íTjdWj) x ir^Mj

For this we have to prove that 7TyÍMy)x vAj/l2) is a subgroup of WyÍM) (Lemmas

3,4,5,6).

Lemma 2.   Let q : M —> M and q.: M■ —* M be the universal covering mani-

folds of M and M. respectively.   There is an isometry Í* : AL x AL —» M.   The

covering projection  p = a0,P:ALxAL —♦ M has the following property p\M- =

q., i = 1,2.

Proof.   Let m £ a-1 (to).   We have  TM^ © TÍL is the lifting of T'   at m.
*\t. mm r^  ° rn

By Lemma 1, TA., ¿ = 1,2, are invariant under the action of <S>, the holonomy

group of Al at ttl.   Parallel translating  Ti, to every point in M gives involutive

distributions   T',  i = 1, 2 which are the same as the distributions obtained by

lifting the distributions  Tl, i = 1,2 according to Lemma 1.

Let Al' be the maximal integral manifolds of T' through to in M, i = 1   2.

Applying de Rham's decomposition theorem we have Al * Al' x All, where Al'. are

simply connected complete Riemannian manifolds.  It remains to show that Al'. *

AL.  Consider the map a|Afl.  Since All is the maximal integral manifold to T'

through to and T' is the lifting of Tl, we have a | All mapping All into AL. Using

the uniqueness of lifting of a curve at to and its tangent vectors at to, we see

that q | Al. : Ml —* M. is onto.  Moreover, it is a local isometry.  Hence a | M'. : Ml

—» Al. is a covering space 13, p. 176J.  Therefore Al * Al. x Al,.  With this identi-

fication, it is clear that p | Al. =« a..

Lemma 3.   Let M be a simply connected, connected Riemannian manifold

and T a discrete group of isometries of M with fixed point free action.   Denote
»*\a* *\j

M = M/T and p: Al—»M the projection.   Let T be an involutive CK'-distribution

on M which is invariant under the action of the restricted holonomy group of M

at a fixed point to.   Denote by S^ the lifting of T    at m e p-1(w), S the
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distribution in M obtained by parallel translating S^ to every point of M.   Then
771

T'    is invariant under the action of the holonomy group of M at m if and only if

ep^S^ = 5   &   (or all eh e T\ x e M.

Proof. Let a(t) and y(t) be curves joining m, x and joining x, cpix) re-

spectively. Denote ait) = pa it), yit) = py it). By definition of the distribution

S, we have S^ = r^W  Now
x a    771

<p+A, = lifting of p^A,        at cpix"),

= lifting of pJ'^JS^J    at cpix"),
° * a   m

= lifting of t JpJSry,    at <püx)    (Lemma 1),
771

= lifting of TcJm        at ¿>(x );

= lifting of rrpS^    at <¿(x ),
° / a  *   771

= lifting of rrraTm       at cpG-)-

If T    is invariant under the action of the holonomy group of M at m, then

Hence cp^S^, - S + fê. for all d> e T and x e Al.  Conversely, choose x = m and

apply Lemma 1.

Lemma 4.   Let Y be the group of deck transformations of the covering
^j _ ^j ^^ ^^

p : AL x AL —» Al a72zi /(Al;) the isometry groups of M{, i = 1,2.   Consider /(AL) x

liM2) as a subgroup of /(Mj x AÍ2).   Then we have FClÍM^x IÍM2).

Proof.   It suffices to show that for cp € T there exist isometries epi : AL —»

Al., i = 1, 2, such that cpix) = icpp^, cpp2)) for x = (xj, x2) e Alj x Af2<  We

prove that, if p.: Alj x AL,—»AL denotes the natural projection, then ppix)) de-

pends only on x. = p.(x).  Given any point y = (x., y A, let ypt) be a curve in

Al2 such that y2(0)= x2, y2(l) = y2>   Then the curve y(t)defined by ix^yp))

has the tangent vectors yd*) belonging to the distribution T .  By Lemma 3,

fp^y (/)) belongs to the same distribution for all i.   Hence pAcpiyit))) is indepen-

dent of i*.   In particular,   p^cpix)) = pyicpiy)).   Then we define fpjixj) = p^cpix)).

Similarly, we can define <£2(*2) = pppix)).  We have cS(x) = icppj, <pp2))

and eh. e i(mA
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Lemma 5.   Let A. : M—»M be the inclusion map.   Then the homomorphism

(\.)+ : TtyiM^I —» j7.(M) is infective.

Proof.  Let p. : M. —» M. x M, be the injection.  Using the fact that p |

maps M. into M., we have the following commutative diagram :

M.

[0, 1] = /

pi
-» M, x M2

M

where y is the lifting of y at to.

If X. ° y ~ 0 (homotopic to the constant loop at to), we want to prove y^ 0.

From the diagram, pi ° y is the lifting of A¿ ° y at (to, to).  Since the lifting of

X. ° y is a loop, we have p. ° y (0) = p.° y (l ).   But the fact that p{ is an injec-

tion implies that y  is a loop.  That is, y ~ 0.

Lemma 6.   Consider (A. \tt,ÍMy) as a subgroup of deck transformations of the

covering p : My x M, —» M.   T^erz (^.)*t,(M, )C /(M.)x Id  if and only if the par-

allel translation t    along any closed curve y at m in Myim) leaves vectors in
2

T_ invariant.
m

Proof.  Let Tv be the deck transformation in M. x M, induced by y in

Mj(to).  Since p|Mj(ro) maps Mj(ot) onto Mj(TO),the lifting y  of y at m lies in

Mj(m).  We have Tyim) = y (1 ).   Let x be a point in M.(ro), a the geodesic

joining to and x  in M2(to).  Denote a = p°a.  Assume that r  X = X for X €

T_.  Since

P/^3r(o) = ryp+ar(o)

= ry«0)

= à(0),

r^a(0) is the lifting of à(0) at y(l) = TyQ).  Hence^the lifting of a at y(l) is

a geodesic ß starting at y(l) with initial vector r  a(0).   By the product struc-

ture of My x M,, ß is the parallel translation of a.  Hence /3(1) = r„(x) lies in

Myix).  Let y  be an arbitrary point in Mj(to) x A12(to).  By the product structure

of Mj(to)x M2(to), there exists a point x in M2(to) such that x is the intersec-

tion of M. (y ) and M,(ro).   Let <5  be a curve joining x , y  in M. (x ) = M. (y ) and

S = p °8 in Mj(x).  Using the fact that p\ Myix) maps Mj(x) onto Mj(x) and
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T  (x) lies in Alj(x), we prove that the lifting of <5 starting at Ty(x ) lies in

Alj(x).  Hence T„ is a deck transformation leaving the second coordinate fixed.

That is, (*.,)„,»TjGVljK liM^xld.

Conversely, the fact that (A t )„ ít t (AI j ) C /(Aij) x Id implies Ty leaving the

second coordinate fixed.   By the unique lifting property, ß is the lifting of a at

Ty(w).  Hence p^ß(0) = à(0). Since jÔ(0) = r   a(0), we have <x(0) = f,rio) =

ryP* a(°) = -",,0.(0).   End of the proof of Theorem 1.

From Lemma 5 we may consider 77,(Al) as a subgroup of 77,(Al), hence as a

group of deck transformations in M, x A12<   By Lemma 6, we see that (Aj^n^CWjiC

/(AljAld and fa^n^M^C Id x IÍM2).  Together with Lemma 4, we have

r^íTjÍMÍC     /(AÍj)       x     /(aï2)

u u

ÍX^ÍM,)      (\2V1(M2)

Hence 77j(AL) commutes with 77. (A12), both considered as subgroups of

77j(Al).   Therefore the map X^ -.n^ÍM^ x 77j(A12) —♦ 77,(Al) defined by

X+(<p1,¿>2) = (A1)+<j!,1.(A2)^2

is a homomorphism.

From the fact (A,)+77,(Al.) CI (A2)+77.(AL) = Id and the injectivity of (Aj)^ it

follows that A+ is injective.

Conversely, if p can be factorized through a, x q2 and a Riemannian cover-

ing map A : Al. x A12 —» Al, then (A, \n.ÍM.) considered as a subgroup of 77.(Al)

lies in /(Al.) x Id.  Now Lemma 6 implies that the condition is necessary.  This

completes the proof of the theorem.

6.   Proof of Theorem 2.

Lemma 7.   // the leaf M Am) z's regular at m then rAX = X for X £ Tm and

y a closed curve in M Am).

Proof.   Let  U be a flat coordinate neighborhood of m which is convex and

simple.  Choose a number t. such that y[0, tA CU.  Denote Ty/t.\X the parallel

translation of X to yO,) along y.   Let exp sX be the endpoint of the geodesic

with initial unit vector X in T2m and arc length s.  In view of the local product

structure, there exists a small number s such that exp sX and exp s(r   ,    .X)

lie in the same leaf.  Choosing a finite number of this kind of neighborhoods cov-

ering y(r), we conclude that exp sX and exp s(ry(t)X) = exp s(r   X) lie in the

same leaf if s is sufficiently small.   If we choose the neighborhood U in which

M.im) is regular at 777, then exp sXand exp siryX) are in the same slice.  Since
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exp sX and exp s(r   X) ate in U2, they are in the intersection of the fixed slice

and U2.   Hence exp sX = exp s(r  X).   Therefore X = r  X by the uniqueness of

geodesies in the neighborhood U.

Now Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 7.

7.   Global decomposition.  The following characterization of a regular folia-

tion is well known.

Lemma 8.   Let ^ be a foliation in a manifold M, then the set of leaves M/$

has a unique differentiable structure such that r¡: M —» M/^j is a differentiable

map if and only if ¿$ is regular [4J.

For a local product structure this can be strengthened as follows.

Proposition 2.   Let M be a connected complete Riemannian manifold with a

local product structure (ft., ft.) which is compatible with the Riemannian metric.

Suppose that ft.  is a regular foliation.   Then r) : M —> B is a fibre bundle with

the base manifold B = M/%y, the set of leaves of ¡§y.   Moreover, B is a complete

Riemannian manifold (Hausdorff).   B is covered by M Ax), the leaf of %2througb

x if MAx) is regular or satisfies condition (A) at x.

Proof.  The compatible local product structure implies the metric is "bundle-

like".   By a theorem of Reinhart [7], we have only to prove the last statement.

Denote M¿ = M(.(x),the leaves of g¿, i = 1, 2.   Let S   and S, be the two natural

foliations in My x M2 with leaves  My x ¡y2! and iy.i x M2 respectively.  Denote

S' the tangent fields associated to §..

Since A : Mj x M2 —» M is a Riemannian covering and the tangent fields  T'

associated to g¿ are parallel, as in the proof of Lemma 2, we have A+5' = T',

i = 1, 2.  This means that the integral manifolds  M, x \yA of S    map into the

leaves of T , and therefore

Â": M2 = MyX M2/Sj —M/ftj = B.

Since gj is regular, it is easy to see that B is a manifold and A is a dif-

ferentiable map.  Moreover, the compatibility of the local ptoduct structure im-

plies that B is a complete Riemannian manifold and that A is a local isometry.

Since M2 is complete, À is a covering map.

Corollary 5.   Let M be a compact connected manifold with a local product

structure (ft., ft,).  That is, with two complementary transversal foliations ft.

and ft.»  Suppose j$i  and ft. are regular foliations.   For each x e M, denote

Mi = MÁx), the leaves of g¿ through x, i = 1, 2.   Then we have

(i)  My x M2 is a covering space of M.   In particular, b-,(M. x MA), jt,(M.)

and n2ÍM2) are subgroups of tTj(M).
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(ii)  Al is a fibre bundle over the base manifold B. = Al/^., i Z j, i, j =1,2

and B ■ is covered by M.ix) ¡or all x e M, j = 1, 2.

Proof.  Since  Al is compact and 2- are regular, B. are manifolds (Hausdorff)

and 7/. : Al—»B. are differentiate.  Choose metrics on B-, j = 1, 2, then pull them
15 19

back to Al. We get two metrics g and g on Al. Let g = g © g . It is easy to

see that the local product structure i%., j$A is orthogonal with respect to g. We

want to prove that it is also compatible with respect to g.

Let y e Al and (x1, • • • , x , x +1, • • • , xm , U) be a flat coordinate neighbor-

hood with center y.  Consider the diffeomorphism fu : [/, x U2 —» U.   By defini-

tion of g we see that /„ is an isometry at the points  iz.,y) and  (y, zA for z. £

U.C M Ay).   To prove f¡¡ is an isometry, it remains to show that g(X., X.) is inde-

pendent of x*+ ,•»•, x* and g(Xa, X„) is independent of x1 ,•••, x , where X.

= 0/0x' and 1 < 2, /'< k; k + 1 < a, ß < m.  This is also clear by the definition

of the pull-back of the mettics.  Hence Corollary 5 follows from Proposition 1,

Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.

Corollary 6.   Let H,, H2 be two connected closed subgroups of a compact

Lie group G such that their Lie algebras are complementary.   Then we have

(i)   H, x H2 is a covering space of G.   In particular, nAH),n.ÍH2) and

7rliHl x H2) are subgroups of 77j(G).

(ii)   t72(G//L) = 0, i = 1,2.

Proof.   Left translating H. and H2 to every point of G gives two regular

foliations on  G.   (i) is clear from Corollary 5.   (ii) follows from (i) and the fact

that t72(G) = 0, together with the homotopy sequence of the fibrations   H .—»G —»

G/H., i =1,2.

Example 3.  That the conclusion (ii) need not hold is seen from the fibration

S1— S3 — S2.

Lemma 9.   Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold with a compatible local

product structure i%x,%2^'   Suppose that g,  is regular and there exists a point

0 e Al such that A12(0) is regular at 0 or such that A12(0) satisfies condition (A)

at 0.   // A1,(0) nM2(0) contains only the point 0, then Mp) n Mp) also con-

tains only one point for every x e Al.

Proof.   By definition of A and A, we have the following commutative diagram

M,(0)xM2(0) f A12(0)
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where p2 is the natural injection and A2 the inclusion.

Let d   = jj(Mj(x)) e B.for x e M.  Using the fact r¡°X2 = A, we have

X"-1(a'x)=M1(x)nM2(0).   In particular for x = 0, A-1 (dQ) = M j(0) O M2Í0) con-

tains only the point  0.   Since A is a covering map and  B is connected,  Mj(x)0

M2(0) contains only one point.

Theorem 3.   Let M be a connected complete Riemannian manifold with a lo-

cal product structure (ft., ^A which is compatible with the metric.   Assume that

the foliation ft, is regular and there exists a point 0 £ M such that MJO) is reg-

ular at 0 or such that M2(0) satisfies condition (A) at 0.   // M,(0)OM2(0) cot?-

tains 07z/y the point 0, then M is isometric to M.(0) x M2(0).

Proof.   By Lemma 9, we see that À : M2(0) —» B is injective.  Hence À is a

global isometry, i.e. M2(0) * B.   From Proposition 2, t): M —» B is a fibre bundle

with fibre M .(0).  We have the exact homotopy sequence

— tr2(M)—*-^>n2ÍB) -.77^(0))-*-*-♦ ZTj(M) —^-» TTyÍB) —0.

Since A is a diffeomorphism, we identify B with M2(0).  Then we have

M ~=!M (0)    and    r¡ (A )   - Id.

>2

Hence we have a short exact sequence

tt,>.

z*v"2'*

-n.
0 -*rtyiMyi0)) -*-*-» TTyiM) ' n ̂ M 2(0)) -> 0.

(x2>.

Using the splitting at right, we prove that the map X^ : ?r, (M,(0)) x zr (M2(0)) —»

7Tj(M) defined by A+(a, ß) = (Aj)^a • (X2\ß is surjective.  Hence M is isometric

to Mj(0)x M2(0).

Corollary 7.   Let M be a connected complete Riemannian manifold with a lo-

cal product structure (j$,, g2) which is compatible with the metric.   Suppose that

the foliation %y  is regular and the set of leaves B = M/ft.  is simply connected.

If M2(x) is regular at x or satisfies condition (A) at x, then M is isometric to

Myix)xM2ix).

Corollary 8.   Let M be a connected compact manifold with two complemen-

tary foliations %y and ft..   Suppose that the two foliations are regular and either

that there exists a point Oí M such that Mj(0) OM2(0) contains only the point 0,

or that one of the spaces of leaves is simply connected.   Then M is diffeomor-

phic to Mj(0)x M2(0).
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8. Applications and examples. Using the arguments and results in Theorem

2, we have the following two decomposition theorems for symmetric spaces which

are not assumed to be simply connected.

Proposition 3.   Let M be a connected Riemannian symmetric space.   Then M

is isometric to a product N. x AL.   N.  is a connected Riemannian symmetric

space with nonnegative sectional curvature and AL  is a simply connected Rie-

mannian symmetric space with nonpositive sectional curvature and without Eu-

clidean factors.

Proof.   Let Al be the universal covering manifold of Al.   Then Al s AL x Al,

x Al2, where Al0 is a Euclidean space, Al, and AL are Riemannian symmetric

spaces of compact and noncompact type respectively.   Let T', i = 0, 1, 2, be the

natural foliations on Al induced by the product structure of Al.  Since Al is a

homogeneous manifold, the group of deck transformations T of the covering

p : M —» Al is a group of Clifford translations  [9, p. 66],  Using the fact that a

Clifford translation preserves the product structure  [9, p. 72], we have TC /(AL)

x /(Alj)x /(A12).  That is, if cp e T then cp = (cSn, cpl,cp2) where ef>. : Al¿—»A^.,

i = 0, 1, 2, are Clifford translations.   Hence  T., i = 0, 1,2, induce three mutually

orthogonal, parallel distributions  Tl on Al, i = 0, 1, 2.   Let 0 e Al be a reference

point and AL, z = 0, 1, 2, the leaves of T1 through 0.

Denote T2 = \cf¡2 | (</>Q, cf>l, ef>2) = cp e T!. T2 is a group of Clifford transla-

tions in Al2 which is a product of irreducible noncompact, non-Euclidean sym-

metric spaces.   By a theorem of Tits  [9, p. 73]» we conclude that T, = {idI.

Let N = AL x AL.   N is a Riemannian symmetric space with nonnegative sec-

tional curvature.  Then Al * N/Y x AL = N, x AL.   N. is a Riemannian symmetric

space with nonnegative sectional curvature and AL is a simply connected Rie-

mannian symmetric space with nonpositive sectional curvature and without Eu-

clidean factors.

By Proposition 3, we need only to look at a Riemannian symmetric space

with nonnegative sectional curvature.  We will impose a condition on the symmet-

ric space to get a decomposition.

Proposition 4.   Let M be a connected Riemannian symmetric space with non-

negative sectional curvature.

(i)  // we assume that Al. = AL(0) are regular at 0, then M is covered by a

product manifold formed by a flat symmetric space and a symmetric space of com-

pact type.

(ii)  The Euler characteristic of Al, x^)' is defined.   If y(Al) Z 0, then M is

isometric to Wk x AL, where AL   is a symmetric space of compact type and k is
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the dimension of the subspace of the tangent space of M at the point 0 fixed by

the restricted holonomy group of M at 0.

Proof,  (i)  By the same arguments as in Proposition 3, we have the three

Riemannian covering maps

M0xM'y

p\M'0xp\M1

M0xMj

where Mn is a flat symmetric space and M.  is of compact type.

(ii)  The group of deck transformations V of the coveting p lies in /(AL)x

IÍMy).  K <£er,rhen <£=■ (</>0, Ay), where A.: M¿—»AL ate Clifford translations of M..

By a theorem of Wolf [10, p. 271], we see that y(M) is well defined and

JTyÍM) is finite if yÍM) 4 0.   This means that T is finite.   But a Clifford transla-

tion in a Euclidean space is an ordinary translation which is of infinite order.

Hence A   = Id, for A= i<p  ,A.) e T.   Therefore M * AL x ÍM. /r)= R* x M.,

where MQ = R    is the Euclidean factor in M.   The dimension of M. is exactly

the dimension of the subspace of tangent space fixed by the restricted holonomy

group of M.

We give some further examples.

Example 4„   Let j$x be the foliation in T   with leaves induced from paral-

lel coordinate lines and  j$2 the perpendicular foliation.  Then M.(x) = 5 .  In

this case both foliations are regular   and Myix) C\ MAx) = x.  We have a global

product T2 = S1 x Sl.

Example 5 (The klein bottle  K).   Let Z x Z act on R x R as

(m, tz) • (x, y) = (x + to, -y + rz).

Then K is the orbit space of this action. Let Q5i, i$A) be the local product structure of

K induced from the product structure of R x R. Denote the projection by p and (x, J) »

p(x, y). Then M(.((x, y )) =* S1, i = 1, 2, for all (x, y) e R x R. At the points (x, J), y¿

Vi, M¿((x, J )) ate regular at (x,y). MjUx, y )) x M2((x, y )) = S1 x S1, y 4= M, is a

covering space of JC At the points (x , 51), p can not factorize through a, x z/2

such that Myiix~, VinxMAi'x AA)) becomes a covering space of K, where q. : R

—» S is the usual covering map. Neither is Mj((x , y\)) regular nor does

Mj((x , y\)) satisfy condition (A).   In fact, t   X = -X tot X in M2((x , VI)), y the
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projection of the line segment in R x R joining (0, VA and (l, XA).

Moreover, %2 is a regular foliation.  For y Z XA, we have a fibration S   —» K

—» S .   K is covered by Alj((x, y )) x Al2((x, y )) = S'xJ1 and the base space

S   is covered by AL((x,y))=» S   with a two fold covering.  For y = l4, we have

only the fibration S1 = M2(x, M) -» K — A1j((x , H)) = S1.

Example 6 (S2 x S3).   Let Z2 act on S!xJ3 by a(x,y)= i-x,-y) where a

is the nontrivial element of Z2.  Denote M = S   x c3/Z2.   Al has two parallel fo-

liations g, and j$2 induced from the product structure of S2 x S3.   For m € M,

we have Alj = AIj(î7z)= S ,M2 = M2(m) = S   and Al is covered by Al, x AL = S2 x S3.

Moreover, we have the fibre bundle S3 —» M = S2 x S3/' Z2 —» Al/?52 = P, and  P,

is covered by S2.

Example 7 (R x S ).   Let Z act on R x S2 as follows:

2« • (x, y) = (x + 2«, y),       Í2n + l) • (x, y) = (x + 2n + 1, -y).

Denote p : R x S   —» Al = R x S / Z.   Al has an obvious compatible local product

structure  (?J,»r52).   For m £ Al, Al, = Al.im) = S    and AL = AL(772) = S2, we have

the following diagram

Al, x M2=SX xS2 -+S1

S2  -.  Al = Rx52/Z -* Pj-S1

where A and A are the 2-fold coverings.

9.   Remarks.   One can generalize Theorems 1, 2 to affine manifolds and semi-

Riemannian manifolds.   In the affine case, the two complementary, parallel and in-

tegrable distributions need not give a local affine product structure.   One needs

the additional assumption that the manifold is locally an affine local product ôf

two neighborhoods of the two leaves (see [2\, [llL [12]).   In the semi-Riemannian

case, one assumes that the metric restricted to T    is nondegenerate to get the

semi-Riemannian local product structure til].  As for the proof, one replaces the

notions in Riemannian manifolds by the corresponding notions in semi-Riemannian

manifolds and affine manifolds.   For example, replace complete Riemannian mani-

fold by complete affine manifold (geodesic completeness);   isometry group by af-

fine group;  Riemannian covering map by affine covering map and so forth.   Then

everything works except Lemma 2.   To prove Lemma 2 in the semi-Riemannian

and the affine cases one uses the theorem of H. Wu [llland the theorem of Kashi-

wabara [2] instead of the theorem of de Rham.   To prove Lemma 7 in the affine

case one has to reparametrize each geodesic in a corresponding normal flat
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neighborhood by affine parameters.   One obtains a unique parameter t tot every

geodesic starting at y and a number tQ such that exp ¿X and exp tir   X) lie in

the same leaf for 0 < / < tQ.  From this one proves Lemma 7 using the regularity.

This generalizes Theorems 1, 2 to semi-Riemannian manifolds and affine manifolds.
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